The Tech

To the Board of Directors of Volume LXVIII we wish with all good luck and—Lucullus.

letters

The To the Editor of The Tech:

Having read the Dominy Council Report on Parking Policies, I am of the opinion that this is an excellent improvement on the will of the majority of the students.

In one case I have been a witness to at least one enforcement of vacation houses. The present vacation houses end at one a.m., except on the last day. I am happy to see that the report recommends no changes in this time.

During the last Christmas vacation the houses were enforced by the Dean's office in cooperation with the members of the House Committees, why they should have given the house the first place! I have been informed that the student government could not guarantee that enough people would be around to handle any violations. In view of this, I have written to the house in question to let them know they need not be afraid.

It would be a great service if the present resolution were to be passed by the students. They might exceed the present resolution but would not be able to have the benefits of the full hours.

Sincerely, Qiao You, Jr.

Review

JULIARIAD STRING QUARTET

January 15, Kresge Auditorium

Program:

Quartet in G Minor—Haydn

Quartet in C Minor—Schubert

Three Pieces for String Quartet—Wolf

Italian Serenade in G Major—Wolf

Fourth Quartet—Bartok

If the programming of a musical performance is generally good, one of the characteristics that must be considered is the creditable performance, technically and aesthetically. The quartet emerged, without sufficient emotional emphasis, as little more than a musical exercise. Having begun the performance almost as a shy conversation, the group appeared to guide their conduct according to the motivation, a violation by one house will become the problem of all. United they stand and united they fall.

Perhaps it would have turned out to be unstatistical, but IFC might have pursued an entirely different evolution. Observing that the status of fraternities at MIT is wholly desirable, one might have turned over in their favor. The presence of these principles, it will carry the conviction of rules in most fraternity men's minds.

The level of standards seems that on fraternities, once permissive, are now only a story for themselves (desirable union among the most important). We are now used to the expression. But at least IFC would have taken a stand. In the present resolution they have merely equivocated. The Dormitory Council would be doing a great service by retaining control of the vacation open house hours so that the students might represent if there could be a benefit of the full hours.

Sincerely, Qiao You, Jr.

ORGAN RECITAL

A noon organ recital by William Twitchell, assistant organist at the Old South Church in Kenmore Auditorium

TOUR

A tour of the Computer Center, with lecture and demonstration, is offered today at four p.m. Starting point is room 36-246.

The Baker House food strike followed quickly which served that the status of fraternities at MIT is wholly undesirable success most of the time) have now had this resolution to do with the House Committees.

George E. Glen
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"BEST FOREIGN Picture of the Year"

NEW YORK CRITICS AWARD

MARRIA SCHEL

in "GERVAISE"

Adapted from RAL. ZR's

"L'ASSOMMOIR"

KENMORE

NEAR KENMORE 50

Fight "Book Fatigue." Safely

Your doctor will tell you to

BRUCE ANDERSON

Your pharmacist will tell you to try NoDoz.

We noticed the lack of freshmen pants, the Sophomore year, the Tech. The Tech published a resolution stating "principles of conduct by which fraternity men, and outsiders, are designed as a rudimentary and uniform standard according to which women are entertained.
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Fight "Book Fatigue." Safely

Your doctor will tell you to
take a NoDoz Awakening
when your eyes strain for that exam
...or when mid-German words on those "3 A's block
words." You'll find NoDoz gives you a lift without a letdown...

helps you snap back to normal

with comfort and confidence.

gets you going again without a jolt.
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